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1405 Main St.  •  Ferdinand - 812-367-1413

Here’s To You!
We’re overflowing with best wishes and 

praise for all of you who have helped 
make this past year a vintage one for us.

Happy Holidays!

Competitive Pricing • Dependable Service

WARM HOLIDAY WISHES

Dubois County LP Gas
1205 S. SR 162, Jasper  •  812-482-5040

TRUCK EQUIPMENT
TRUCK ACCESSORIES

Mon.-Fri. 7-5
Hwy. 56 • Haysville

812-695-3451

• Starts your car from inside your home or office
• Operates power trunk release

• Controls vehicle’s interior temperature
• Remotely locks or unlocks any car with power door locks
• Failsafe® Starter Kill prevents thieves from starting engine

TURN UP

THE ACCRANK UP

THE HEATRemote Start

$42500
Installed

Starting
at

Dubois REC
Your Touchstone Energy® Cooperative

Jasper • 812-482-5454

Werner Sawmill
3545 N. 550 W., Jasper, IN

812-634-9444

Season’s
Greetings!

Rolling into 2019!

2124 N. Newton St. • Jasper
812-482-2020 www.duboiscountytire.com

Your polar plunge survival guide
of heart, and even the most stalwart (and 
cold-tolerant) plunger can employ a few 
strategies to make the swim a success.

• Prepare in advance. Build up your 
cold tolerance in the bathtub or shower. 
Cold water may cause some people to hy-
perventilate. Acclimating to the sensation 
can make it less shocking when it’s time to 
get in the water.

• Exercise caution if you have a heart 
condition. Experts in medicine at Mount 
Sinai Medical School say that, following 
cold shock, the body will do something 
called a diving reflex. This means con-
stricting blood vessels to direct more 
blood flow to the heart and brain, which 
causes an increased cardiac workload. 

• Walk slowly into the water. Rather than 
running and diving in, slowly enter the 
water to acclimate your body to the cold 
and mitigate some of the shock.

• Make it a brief stint. Only stay in 
the water for a few minutes. Doctors 
say that cold water incapacitation can 
begin within five minutes of entering 
the water. Hypothermia requires be-
ing immersed for 30 minutes or more 
to set in.

• Bring along warm clothes. You’ll 
need to warm up quickly after the 
plunge. A terry cloth bath robe, thick 
wool socks, heavy sweater, and a hat 
can help restore body heat.

• Avoid alcoholic beverages. Alcohol 
can give off a false feeling of warmth 
and heat in the body, advises Dr. 
Jagdish Khubchandani at Indiana’s 
Ball State University. Alcohol dilates 
blood vessels, increasing blood flow to 
the limbs at the expense of the core. It 
also may interrupt the body’s natural 
shivering response. Warming up with 
some scotch is not adviseable before 
or after the plunge.

If health ailments do not preclude a 
person from plunging, it can be an ex-
citing way to spend a few wet minutes.

Polar 
plunge 
survival 
guide
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